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Abstract: The Bena utilized mgowe cooperative labour for agriculture, transformed and 
improved upon both, and succeeded in riding out the vagaries of socio-economic 
situations linked to the changes in national policies and market economics. Mgowe 
developed into a mutual labour exchange organization of the entire village, and facilitated 
the pooling of labour as a society. The villagers together repeated agricultural 
trial-and-error through mgowe, and shared in the experience of the process of 
trouble-shooting as well as success. Because mgowe also functions as the core organization 
to accumulate and carry on these experiences, which will give rise to the next attempts to 
come. With limited arable land available, the Bena had to improve their agricultural 
production capabilities, and their openness to furthering the intensified utilization of land 
and labour made prominent their current system of mgowe. The developmental history of 
the Bena society points to the potential for these mutual labour exchange organizations 
to fulfil the role of the prompting key persons in the area s endogenous development in 
Africa s agricultural societies where egalitarianism is much valued. 
Keywords: Endogenous Development, Farming system, Mutual labour exchange, 
Tanzania. 
1. Introduction 
Among the society of the Bena who live in the Njombe Highlands of southern 
Tanzania, it is customary to cooperate in the agricultural labour. A group of men 
at Figure 1 were members of a mgowe, the mutual labour exchange. They had just 
finished cooperative work for the day, and were discussing the schedule over 
their drinks, in the corner of a maize field. Mgowe is mobilized to clear the 
swidden field, or to plough the land, which are laborious. It is also mobilized to 
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help a household with a sick adult that had fallen behind in the agricultural 
calendar, or when an elderly household s roof needs thatching. In other words, it 
is mobilized also to assist in one another s daily living.
The Mgowe is a way of cooperative labour. The author has identified it as 
playing an important role in agricultural development in the history of agriculture 
in this area. Various new technologies and material goods have arrived in 
Kifanya Village through interaction with the outside world. Upon personal 
inspiration from these new elements, the members of the mgowe have created 
new practical techniques through trial and error. The new techniques in turn 
reorganized the structure of mgowe, as the techniques spread and were accepted in 
the area. Mgowe brought about both the cyclical resource management in the 
ecological environment and the improvement to the local economy, and have 
contributed to the development of Kifanya Village. 
There have been many cases where cash labour replaced cooperative labour 
in African villages due to the increased importance of the cash economy (Berry 
1993; Bryceson 1995; Ponte 2000). On the other hand, there are villages with 
ever-changing agricultural systems where mutual labour survives by adopting 
new objectives and structures (Sugiyama 1996). Such invigorated mutual labour 
can become catalysts from within for the development of the local area. 
However, there is little literature on how mutual labour has influenced the 
development of the agriculture and economy of an area.   
Figure 1. Men enjoying local brew after mgowe work.
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In this paper, the author analyses the Bena and their agricultural 
improvement as a case of endogenous development, and describes the 
comprehensive and long-term interrelationship of ecology, society, and culture in 
the process of development. Through this attempt, the author will make clear the 
dynamism of how the Bena utilized mgowe for agriculture, transformed and 
improved upon both, and succeeded in riding out the vagaries of socio-economic 
situations linked to the changes in national policies and market economics. 
2. The Area
In the southwestern edge of Tanzania, the Livingstone Mountains lie north to 
south along the east shore of Lake Nyasa. To the east, there lie the Tanzanian 
southern highlands of about 2,000 meters above sea level (m. a. s. l.). The author 
conducted research in Iringa Region, Njombe District, on the highlands and 
their upland slopes. The district is 1,200 to 2,700 m. a. s. l. with an area of 10,668 
km2 and a population of about 420,000 in 2002 (The Planning Commission and 
Njombe District Council 1997; Central Census Office 2003). The predominant 
ethnic group is the Bantu-speaking Bena. The district roughly coincides with 
theBena population. 
The district capital, Njombe, is connected by a trunk road to Dar es Salaam, 
the economic centre of Tanzania, and Songea, the central town of Rubuma 
Region. To the north, the TAZARA Railway connects Dar es Salaam and Kapili 
Mposi of neighboring Zambia. About 50 km northeast of Njombe, Makambako 
Railway Station serves as the major venue for exporting agricultural produce 
from the whole district. Kifanya Village (Figure 2), where the author conducted 
research, is 50 km south from Njombe on the trunk road. It is about 1700 m.a.s.l. 
Kifanya Village extends 19 km east west and 15 km north south. There are about 
800 households with 3300 people within 1 km of the trunk road that runs 
through the village north to south (National Bureau of Statistics 2005). This 
residential pattern originated from the Ujamaa villagization policy of 1974 by the 
Tanzanian government. 
    The year is divided into the dry and rainy seasons. There is more than 1,000 
mm rainfall in the rainy season, when there are intermittent heavy thunderstorms 
in the first half of the season, November to February. In the latter half of the 
rainy season, there is mostly long, fog-like rain. In the dry season, the minimum 
temperature falls to under 10 degrees Centigrade after nightfall. Every morning is 
foggy with much dew. At times there is frost from June to July when the 
temperature is the lowest. 
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Figure 2. Location of the research area
The village is on an undulating slope of 50~100 m in relative elevation. The 
distinctive features of the area are the barren grass-coverd slopes and black 
wattle (Acacia mearnsii) and patula pine (Pinus patula) plantations on the ridgelines 
(Figure 3, 4). These trees are foreign species introduced during colonialism. 
Already in the aerial photographs of 1955, natural woodland is only found on the 
head of the small streams, and the rest of the area is grassland. The woodland 
preservation areas in the suburbs of Njombe town have many thick and 
mountainous forests that must have once covered the whole of the southern 
highlands. Nobody today remembers such scenery, and quite a long time has 
passed since the whole village became grassland. In the valleys, there are many 
springs from which small streams wind downstream and form small wetlands. In 
this paper, the author will refer to these wetlands as  valley bottom. 
The people s name, Bena, is said to have originated from the verb,  hu-bena,  
to harvest finger millet. The Bena are thought to have originally subsisted on 
finger millet with swidden agriculture (Culwick and Culwick 1935). 
Contemporary Bena subsist on maize and use chemical fertilizers. Finger millet is 
grown small scale for the local brew. There are wide spread plantations of 
temperate pine trees, given the low temperature. Many people migrate for cash 
labour. In the Njombe district, there have been large-scale plantations run with 
European capital since colonialism, where tea and black wattle are grown and 
processed. The plantations employ many people. 
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Figure 3. Distant view of the research area.
Figure 4. Black wattle plantations on the ridge.
3. Bena Agriculture
The agriculture of the area is either upland cultivation called migunda, or
valley-bottom cultivation called fiyungu (Figure 5). With migunda, the Bena grow
grains and sweet potato for subsistence. With fiyungu, they grow beans and other
produce to add variety to their meal. Each household engages in the two kinds
of cultivation and is self-sufficient. The area of migunda is around 2 acres per
household, and fiyungu, 1 acre per household. Figure 6 shows the agricultural
calendar of major crops for the two kinds of cultivation. Maize is harvested in
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October to November in the migunda, and beans are harvested in December to 
February in the fiyungu. 
Formerly, the Bena used grassland fallow in their two systems of shifting 
cultivation. However, with the Ujamaa policy of 1994, socialism-based 
sedentarisation resettled the population along the trunk road. The trunk road was 
paved in 1985, and in 1986, the government s structural adjustment policy took 
place and impacted the people through various changes in the socioeconomic 
background and market economy. In such transient social conditions, the Bena 
devised a new endogenous agricultural system that incorporated outside elements. 
Below, the author will describe their agriculture in transformation.  
Note: The gray area used to be one large ridge, 
which is now numerous small ridges. 
Figure 7. Detail of fiyungu at Mauli Valley
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Fiyungu Valley-bottom Cultivation 
The Njombe Highland area has ample water sources, and the Bena have long 
engaged in fiyungu agriculture using the valley-bottom in the dry season. The 
Bena start tilling the fiyungu in the middle of the dry season when the water level 
is low in the wetland. They grow beans and Brassicaseae leafy vegetables, along 
with various other produce such as legumes, potato, pumpkin, and maize. The 
fields are quite important in beans production as well as in providing fresh 
produce to add variety to their meals during the end of the dry season through 
beginning of the rainy season. 
The valley bottoms may seem flat, but slope downward to the stream. The 
closer to the stream, the wetter the land. The land along the streams is 
waterlogged and may damage the crops. Given the cool temperature and high 
humidity, organic matter in the soil does not decay fast. This may provide 
nutrients to the crops, but may cause aluminium damage with the acidity in soil. 
Fiyungu cultivation is supported with the abundant water from the valley as 
well as techniques to overcome difficulties that arise with water (Kondo 2003). 
The most apparent of these techniques are the raised ridge and water drainage. 
The numerous water outlets criss-crossing the fiyungu fields are quite noticeable. 
These were not made haphazardly. Bena can observe the micro-topography and 
wild grasses to identify the water conditions in the valley and adjust the direction, 
number, and width of the water outlets. For example, they minimize water 
damage in the flat land close to the stream with more outlets downslope as well 
as raising higher the ridges (Figure 7). 
    In the former fiyungu, the field was laid fallow for the soil to recover. Arable 
land became more crowded and scarce, so that the Bena currently crop 
continuously by using fertilizer, instead of using fallow. Figure 8. shows the 
schemata of the former and current fiyungu cultivations. There was a period of 
fallow no less than 3 years in the former system. Wild grass was cut down, piled 
over a heap of soil and set afire for the organic matter in the soil to decompose 
faster. In the current system, the grass on the ridge is cut and burned, the top soil 
is overturned with hoe, and when the organic matter decomposes the Bena sow 
maize or various vegetables, and use fertilizer. 
    The wetland does not promote organic decay, and the soil is often heavily 
acidic. For a good crop, moisture as well as soil acidity that causes excess 
aluminium* in soil must be overcome. Because there is comparatively less grass 
to burn in the current fiyungu system, soil acidity cannot be amply lessened by 
only adding the ashes from burnt grass. The Bena dig deeper and turn over the 
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soil for it to dry and the organic matter to decompose faster. They also use 
calcium phosphate fertilizers and raise the pH of the soil to counter the 
aluminium leaching. Thus, the Bena have utilized both the endogenous 
knowledge and the exogenous techniques to make continuous cropping possible 
as well as increase fiyungu cultivation. 
Figure 8. The former and current fiyungu cultivation calendar
Swidden Agroforestry 
In the migunda cultivation on the slopes, the Bena till the field in the beginning of 
the wet season to grow maize, finger millet, sweet potato, and other crops. 
Finger millet was a former staple now grown for the local brew. Sweet potato 
adds variety to the staple, eaten instead of ugali made with maize to help hold 
down its consumption. In these fields, the Bena grow on small scale various 
crops such as sunflower, pumpkin, beans, legumes, and leafy greens to use as 
flavouring and treats. The Bena also used fallow for migunda cultivation formerly, 
but now less and less due to land shortage. In contrast to the fiyungu for 
continuous cropping in the valley that uses fertilizers, in migunda upland 
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cultivation, the Bena plant black wattle trees, creating a system that uses the 
forest for charcoal and swidden fields and other purposes. 
Black wattle is a leguminous evergreen native to Australia. It grows fast and 
utilized in many ways, so that it is found in many plantations in Africa, South 
America, and Europe. The bark contains a high level of tannin used in leather 
craft. It is more recently also used as an ingredient for waterproof adhesives. 
Black wattle forestry was introduced in the research area for the tannin during 
British colonialism. Black wattle pulp is used to make paper, and the wood is 
made into charcoal (Sherry 1971; Duke 1981). It is also used as a soil 
improvement tree because the root is colonized by nitrogen-fixing bacteria 
(Berenschot et al. 1988). Black wattle is found widely in the cool and humid 
highlands in Africa. It can grow to 6-20 m in height 10 years after germination 
(J ker 2000). It reproduces well, bearing many seeds in 5 to 6 years.
The Bena plant black wattle on the cultivation field. They manage the forest 
studiously through thinning and pruning and combine growing crops among the 
trees with charcoal-making while producing good quality lumber. They have 
created a cyclical system of swidden agriculture. In this swidden agroforestry, the 
Bena fell the Black wattle of about 10 years, and cut out the trunk to use for 
firewood and lumber. They also make charcoal for sale. In the clearing, they 
burn the branches just before the rainy season. They contain the fire by 
removing surface soil from a width of about 1.5 to 2 m around the field to create 
a firebreak. The soil is piled on the periphery of the gathered branches to also 
prevent fire from spreading out of the field. In this shifting field, the Bena grow 
finger millet in the first year and maize in the second and third year. Mostly along 
with leafy greens, pumpkin, beans, sunflower, etc. They may use small amounts 
of fertilizers in the third year if the soil is depleted of nutrients. 
When the clearing in the forest is burned, the fields will benefit from ashes 
rich in minerals. The burning also works to promote the regeneration of the 
forest. Since the black wattle bear many seeds each year, the heat from the fire 
promotes germination. The seeds on the forest floor all germinate with the fire. 
Left as is, the forest will be too crowded, which will not only hamper crop 
growth but tree growth as well. To prevent this, the Bena are careful to thin 
excess saplings so that the trees are well spaced, enough to grow crops. The trees 
grow fast and start shading the fields so that the Bena are quick to thin these 
trees. The tree height is kept below maize height even at the second harvest. In the 
third year, the trees are spaced an orderly 3 to 5 m apart, with crops grown in the 
spacing. In the fourth year, the soil is depleted and the trees cast too large a shade 
so that the field is laid fallow.  
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During the fallow period, the Bena promote growth of the tree trunk by 
repeated thinning and pruning, which also provides them with firewood. In 
about 10 years from the burning, the tree trunk will have grown large enough for 
charcoal making, and the forest will be once again felled to make the swidden 
fields. The Bena put much time and effort in the regeneration of the trees. They 
also combine crop making and afforestation to minimize the time required for 
soil nutrients to recover. In effect, the Bena manage their forest to maximize 
profitability from both agriculture and forestry. 
4. Mutual Labour Exchange that Supports Agricultural Improvement 
The Bena enhanced the drainage techniques that they originally had in the fiyungu 
cultivation. They also embraced chemical fertilizers. These lead to the current 
continuous cropping system that fully utilizes the valley bottom while 
overcoming the difficulties in wetland cultivation. This agricultural system was 
created through interactions with the outside, spread in correlation to the 
changes in the economic conditions, ameliorated the shortage in arable land, as 
well as ensured sustainable food production and cash income. 
As the process of grain marketing became more and more active, the Bena 
introduced the use of fertilizers in growing staples, and the system for 
subsistence cultivation became interconnected with the market economy. Later, 
as fertilizer price rose steeply, the Bena needed to further adopt new means to 
keep afloat in the new conditions. They chose to grow black wattle that was 
introduced during the colonial times, and matched its biological characteristics to 
the advantage of their indigenous swidden agriculture and forestry. They have 
succeeded in the creation of the swidden agroforestry that cyclically utilizes the 
plantation resources. 
All the while, the Bena s system of mutual labour exchange, mgowe, worked 
to support such agricultural enhancement. Mgowe has been a custom of 
cooperative labour based on kinship and land ties. Since the resettlement, factors 
such as populated living, cash economy, and shortage of male labour due to 
labour migration, have markedly shifted the emphasis to the quantitative 
exchange of labour put into even the cooperative mgowe. However, the labour 
exchange is not strictly quid pro quo. As such, mgowe continues to contribute to the 
standardization of labour and the technological improvements in the village as a 
system sensitive to the society and culture of the region. Agriculture and mgowe 
have grown hand in hand. Below, the author analyses the changes that took place 
in Bena agriculture and how much mgowe influenced it or was influenced by it, 
with the description of the greater societal changes in the background. 
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Social Change after Independence and the Creation of Continuous Cropping 
Fiyungu 
Tanzania gained independence in 1961, and in 1967 adopted socialism with the 
Arusha Declaration. The government sought to base the nation on agriculture, 
and set out on a resettlement policy called Ujamaa (Table 1). The citizens were 
relocated in assigned villages, made to engage in communal farming and block 
farming, and the government controlled the distribution of the agricultural 
produce through public corporations and cooperatives. Through these devices, 
the government aimed to build its nation on food production and taxation 
(Kikula 1997). 
The villagers around the now Kifanya Village were resettled in a village then 
called Ujamaa in 1974 along a trunk road. The government confiscated land from 
the households whom the author will call,  landowner households,  that had 
originally lived along the new trunk road. With this land, communal farms and 
block farms were created for growing maize. The communal farms gathered the 
crops to cover the tax payment and communal construction. The block farms 
also engaged all villagers in agriculture. The farms were divided into small blocks, 
and each villager had the ownership of their harvest. In fact, block farms entitled 
each individual to a piece of agricultural land, to all the household members who 
had to resettle, whom the author will call, the  resettled households.  The rest of
land was left to customary land ownership so that there was a large difference in 
the sizes of land owned by the landowner households and the resettled 
households. 
From 1975 to 1985, the government embarked on the National Maize 
Project. In Iringa Region and other areas designated for increasing maize 
production, cheap chemical fertilizers as well as loans for its purchase were made 
available as a package, as were extension services (Ikeno 1996; Yoshida 1997). It 
was in this period that the maize production and the custom of eating maize as a 
staple gradually became established. The government did not involve itself in the 
production of non-staple crops. The resettled households had to travel long 
hours to their original villages where they grew beans and other vegetables in 
fiyungu. Under such conditions, several women were inspired to use the cheap 
fertilizers provided for maize production, borrowed small patches of land in the 
valley from the landowner households, and started the continuous cropping of 
vegetables. Below is the account of the above events focusing on Mrs. A, who 
was resettled from quite a distance due to Ujamaa. 
Mrs. A herself had an ample fiyungu field before she was resettled. Compost 
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fertilizer was hard to come by in the new village, and turning over soil was heavy 
labour. These factors had discouraged Mrs. A from attempting fiyungu cultivation 
in her new village. However, in this area, Mr. B and Sister C of the local church 
were already attempting fiyungu continuous cropping with manure compost 
fertilizer since 1967. Mr. B was the first person to learn radio repair in the 
research area. Many clients brought him radios in need of repair and his 
workshop looked over the fiyungu. Sister C instructed young women from the 
neighbourhood after Sunday church service on how to continuous crop 
introduced vegetables such as cabbage. Many people including Mrs. A came to 
know of these new efforts.  
The year after resettlement, Mrs. A rented a fiyungu from a landowner 
household. It was in a valley called Ilolo, with much of the area under water in 
the dry season. There was little land left for cultivation. Mrs. A took inspiration 
from the continuous cropping with compost she had learned at church, and 
instead used chemical fertilizers to grow beans. She kept making water outlets, 
and readied more and more land for her field. The first year she had no harvest 
due to water damage, but continued to make the water outlets deeper and raised 
the ridges. She turned over soil and deeply tilled the ridges so that the soil dried 
faster. This way she succeeded in lowering the water level, and still continued in 
her efforts. From the third year on she had no water damage. 
Making the water outlets was heavy labour, and she mobilized the mgowe. 
Currently, one woman can manage a fiyungu field, once there are deep enough 
water outlets. Several women started this kind of fiyungu about the same time as 
Mrs. A, and they also mobilized mgowe for labour. The efforts for such fiyungu 
fields soon came to be known to the whole area through mgowe, and many people 
followed suit. Once there was a successful harvest, even the women who were 
used to traveling far to their original fiyungu wanted to grow crops in the valley. 
In 1978 the village council confiscated all of the valley area in the village, and 
distributed 0.25 acres each to men and women over 15 years of age. Figure 9 
shows Ilolo Valley in the dry season 1956. Figure 10 shows the same area in the 
same season in 1986. The valley was covered by water in 1956 before 
independence as the white area shows the water reflecting sunshine. One can see 
many water outlets even in the centre of the valley in 1986. In effect, the whole 
valley was turned into fiyungu fields. 
In 1981, paving started on the trunk roads that ran through the village. Also 
food distribution control was eased from 1984, and food distributors from the 
cities came to the village to buy produce. The beans harvested in the dry season 
fetched a high price, as vegetables were scarce in between seasons. The village 
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life was soon encompassed in the market economy. Although the free market 
economy brought about higher prices for fertilizers, the villagers soon were 
growing beans not just for their consumption but also for sale. As there was no 
competition to beans grown in the valley, the villagers enjoyed much profit.  
Table 1. Chronology of Tanzanian policies/events and changes
in the cultivation systems in Kifanya Village
Year Policy/Events Fiyungu Migunda
Before
colonialism
grassland fallow
swidden
grassland fallow
swidden
Colonialism head taxation black wattle forestry
1949 Njombe tannin factoryopens
1953 black wattle bark is sold spread of black wattleforestry
1961 independence
1969 Second 5 yrDevelopment Plan
1975 Ujamaa Villagization,
National Maize Project
maize cropping widely
accepted
1981 trunk road is paved
1983 New Agricultural Policy
1984
Produce price control
eased distributers buy
beans
Beans grown as cash
crop
1986 valley land confiscatedand redistributed (2)
spread of continuous
cropping
timbar techniques used
to create swidden
agroforestry system
1994 beans price soars
1995 chemical fertilizer pricesoars
swidden agroforestry
widely accepted,
spreads
1996 valley land confiscated
and redistributed (3)
continuous cropping
spreads
1978 valley land confiscatedand redistributed (1)
wetland continuous
cropping regularize
1967 Ujamaa policy starts continuous cropping
with compost
1974 Resettlement continuous croppingwith chemical fertilizer
land ownership in forest
argued, spread of maize
as crop
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Figure 9. Ilolo Valley in the dry season 1956.
Figure 10. The same area in the same season in 1986.
The continuous cropping fiyungu system was thus established, and the village 
council twice in 1986 and 1996 confiscated land in valleys that were far away 
from the village. As in the first time, all land was distributed to all the households. 
The women made water outlets to make cultivation possible in the valley. The 
village continued to meet the demand from the market, and this made Kifanya 
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Village famous for beans supply in between seasons. Distributors came to the 
village every year for the beans, and the villagers could base their household 
economy on income that they gained with the beans. 
The technique of making deep and numerous water outlets with the dugout 
soil piled high onto the ridges is a must for turning waterlogged land into 
agricultural fields. The soil in the wetland is clay and heavy with moisture and 
organic matter so that digging requires much muscle power. The men in the 
village had become migrant labourers to gain cash that was already a necessity 
even in village daily life. The women who were left in the village engaged in 
fiyungu cultivation, and turned to mgowe to make the water outlets for them. The 
custom of thanking the voluntary labour of the mgowe members with the local 
brew is an old one, and was effective in securing willing men. The women gladly 
made the brew, offered the brew to the men who had remained in the village or 
who had returned from their migratory labour, and the labour became 
communal to the whole of the village. 
Currently, the valleys are all equipped with water outlets, and mgowe is no 
longer mobilized to make fiyungu fields. The women manage the fields, and the 
income from the beans accounts for a year s living expense. It has become a 
stable income source for the women, who do not have to ask for a man s help, 
and the fields have come to be called,  Mama s fields.  As the author has shown, 
the continuous cropping fiyungu and the economic independence of the 
women-headed households, even if temporarily so, was made possible only with 
mgowe. 
Characteristics of Mgowe and its Transformation 
Mgowe was originally a custom of mutual labour in the Bena society where 
neighbouring households took turns in helping each other in the agricultural 
work, based on the civility of the kinship ties and trust among neighbours. As 
the situations in the Tanzanian political economy changed, this mutual labour 
system also changed in relation to the agricultural system. In 1974, with the 
introduction of communal and block farms into Kifanya Village, all the villagers 
were made to engage in agriculture. The cooperative work in these farms was 
also called mgowe, and persons who did not partake in the work were penalized 
either monetarily or through labour, such as in road construction. In other words, 
noncooperation became a debt (deni, in Kiswahili). With this, Mgowe, formerly a 
system of mutual labour, incorporated the idea of debt, and cooperative labour 
became an obligation.1
In the latter half of 1970, Tanzania suffered a severe economic crisis, and 
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the government attempted to adjust various policies. The Ujamaa resettlement 
was no longer mandatory, and in 1983, the New Agricultural Policies encouraged 
individually owned farms, and the communal and block farms were soon 
dismantled.2 In Kifanya Village, a public middle school was built on the land that 
was the communal farm. Each villager gained owner-rights of the plots at the 
block farm. The villagers remained in this village after the Ujamaa policy was 
lifted, where the highway connected them to the cities and where infrastructure 
such as the primary school and a medical clinic was provided for. Few returned 
to their original villages, and the men would leave the family to become migrant 
workers in the cities. Faced with less male labour available in the village, the 
villagers maintained and modified the system of mgowe attuning it to the 
economic liberalization. 
There are three characteristics to the current mgowe:  
1) The idea of obligation, deni, introduced to mgowe to ensure participation in 
the cooperative labour at the communal farm was embraced even after 
the government intervention was lifted. With the communal farms, 
non-participation had to be compensated with money or labour. In the 
new mgowe, the labour is accountable between the two households of 
interest. For example, household Z asks for labour in its field, and 10 
villagers respond to the call. Household Z will owe one deni to each 
household of the responders, 10 deni in total. In principle, an owed deni is 
repaid when Z answers the call for labour from the said households at 
the next opportunity. 
The deni unit is owable to a household, and when family members return 
from school or work in the city, they are encouraged to participate in 
mgowe so that the owed deni is soon repaid. When there is ample male 
labour in the household, the men willingly participate in mgowe to have 
deni owed to them so that they can count on mgowe in times of need such 
as when somebody falls ill or when they embark on a new venture. In 
other words, the villagers put labour into mgowe to save for a rainy day. 
When labour was thus quantified, the system of mgowe became a labour 
bank, in effect standardizing the availability of labour that fluctuates 
within the households, and to literally save on labour. 
2) Even if the concept of deni is potentially restrictive, the actual give and 
take of labour is extremely non-restrictive. In Block M in Kifanya Village, 
80 households constitute one mgowe. The households are free to respond 
or not to the call for labour. In 2003, mgowe was mobilized for a total of 
22 times from November 10 to December 24. Among the 20 of 22 mgowe 
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that the author could identify the members, a total of 44 households 
participated, with an average of 15 women and 6 men from about 20 
households each time. Because the households owe and repay deni to 
multiple households, the relationship is quite complicated. However, the 
villagers do not take any written record of deni, and the repayment 
schedule is completely up to the individual household. Because 
agricultural labour needs to be organized, one person will become the 
manager, but the person does not get involved in deni. Even the 
interested households do not discuss repayment of deni, and the owe/  
owed relationship is mutually recognized even if not a word is mentioned 
about it. However, if the repayment is long overdue, the household is no 
longer capable of mobilizing mgowe in turn. This is why every household 
engages in mgowe, and the author has rarely heard of trouble concerning 
deni repayment. As a whole, the give-and-take relationship of labour is 
always being renewed and repeatedly duplicated so that deni continues to 
exist within the mgowe. The ties of labour exchange are thus continued, 
and labour can be mobilized at any time. 
3) Mgowe functions as social assistance. Mgowe labour consists of both sexes 
of various age, quality and quantity, timing in the seasons, and content. 
But all labour is deemed equal, and one person s participation in one 
mgowe creates one deni. Even if the person is old and frail, participating in 
only light work, his work entitles him to have one deni repaid. The elderly 
can count on labour to be mobilized for his household so long as he 
frequently participates in mgowe. This is a system that incorporates 
assistance for the elderly, supported by the whole community. Mgowe also 
consists of voluntary labour for no return that is based on social 
etiquette. When kin on both husband s and wife s side is mobilized for 
the clan elder, grandparents, parents,3 elder brother or sister, and uncle 
or aunt, they declare,  We do not count (this deni), hatuhesabiana,  to 
express their respect. In fact, such non-compensatory mgowe accounts for 
50% of all mgowe.4 In the villager-initiated mgowe, the spirit of mutual help 
based on mutual trust is thus highly esteemed. 
Mgowe was utilized in the block farming during the Ujamaa policy, and 
the scale of participation enlarged because the framework was 
maintained. 
As a result, the mgowe-participating community and the administrative communal 
unit roughly corresponded, each of which had one or two mgowe groupings. Thus 
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the geographical demarcation of mgowe turned into the distinct organization for 
cooperative labour. As mgowe grew in its scale, the men and youth whose 
numbers had decreased were in a way eased of their labour obligations. The 
aspect of mutual help became significant, and mgowe became one large-scale 
mutual labour exchange system.  
Mgowe and the Development of Swidden Agroforestry 
The period of Tanzania as a British mandate territory brought the black wattle 
plantations into Njombe District. A British private company, Tanganyka Wattle 
Company (TANWAT) opened a plantation and a tannin extraction factory in the 
town of Njombe in 1949 (Giblin 1959). In order to increase tannin production, 
TANWAT encouraged the villagers to grow black wattle themselves, and began 
to purchase bark from 1953 (Nickol 1959).5
In the meantime, the local Catholic Church began growing eucalyptus and 
cypress trees on the premise for timber as well as encouraged the villagers to 
grow the trees themselves. But these trees grew slowly, and nursery transplanting 
and pruning were cumbersome, so that no villager was keen to do so. In 1958, 
patula pine was introduced to the village, and these grew relatively fast, in 15 to 
20 years, but still the trees were unpopular to be grown for timber. 
The first villager to plant black wattle was Mr. D. He had seen the 
fast-growing trees in Arusha where he worked, and returned to the village with 
the seeds to grow them for firewood and lumbar. Mr. D had also learned that by 
roasting the seed, they germinated better, and started to sow around his 
residence and fields. He continued to increase the area of the woodland, and in 
1950, following the example of the indigenous swidden agriculture using natural 
forests, he decided to use his black wattle forest for cultivation, and mobilized 
mgowe for felling the trees. He soon learned that finger millet grew well in his new 
shifting field as well as that burning the forest prompted black wattle 
germination. 
Soon after, TANWAT started purchasing the bark, and Mr. D s son 
succeeded the venture. The plantation gradually spread in the area. The Bena 
were originally uninterested in lumber-producing plantations, but accepted black 
wattle because it was an easy species to grow, the branches and trunk provided 
otherwise scarce firewood and lumber, and the bark was sold for cash. In a word, 
the venture was deemed promising because of the potential benefit to everyday 
livelihood. 
However, the true expansion of the black wattle plantation and its swidden 
fields were to wait for the liberalization of the economy in 1986, about 30 years 
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later. In the Ujamaa policy, vast areas held by the landowner households were 
confiscated to institute the block farms, in fact redistributing the land to the 
resettled households. The forest plantations were exempt from the procedure, 
and the landowner households planted black wattle on their land to avoid 
confiscation.6 The forests quickly expanded.7 Natural forests were already scarce, 
and finger millet was grown mostly during the fallow period of the shifting fields, 
but as population grew in the village, the grassland suitable for the fields were 
becoming scarce as well. This is why the black wattle plantations were 
substituted for the natural forests, and the mgowe was naturally mobilized for 
labour. 
The current swidden agroforestry that emphasizes the production of 
firewood and charcoal was established in the 1980s, when the area became 
closely linked to the market. When the provision of cheap chemical fertilizer was 
discontinued in 1983, its usage went down, and the harvest of maize in the 
permanent field diminished.8 The Bena turned to patula pine for a new cash 
source.9 In doing so, they were careful to space the trees at a certain distance, 
and used thinning and pruning to encourage the trunk to grow faster and larger. 
This technique was later used in growing black wattle, so that more charcoal 
could be made with the trunk. Such careful management of trees was also 
employed in growing maize after finger millet in between the trees. When the 
price of chemical fertilizer rose steeply, the Bena were forced to use it even less. 
The swidden agroforestry could economize on the fertilizer, and it was embraced 
in the area as a means to gain cash from the sale of local brew and charcoal. The 
plantations, originally intended by the landowner households to avoid 
confiscation of the land, functioned as a suitable buffer to the vagaries of the 
changing political economy. 
The resettled households had little land around the village, much less owned 
black wattle plantations of their own so that they could not engage in the 
swidden agroforestry. The households then negotiated with the landowner 
households to rent them the forests by the year to grow finger millet, on 
condition that they secure firewood in return for them. The finger millet is used 
as the starter for the brew, and a year s harvest would last for 3 years worth of 
brewing. 
The swidden agroforestry was supported by mgowe. The much-needed male 
labour was pooled in mgowe, and once hard labour such as felling was done, the 
households headed by women could engage in the shifting cultivation. The local 
brew that flows freely at the end of mgowe lubricates the work to progress in a 
good mood, and helps express the gratitude felt towards the recruited workers, 
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but at the same time a necessity in securing as many men as possible. Men who 
have nothing in particular to do at the village love to drink. Those who return 
from their migrant work typically stay away from agricultural work. But the 
drinks lure them to participate in mgowe. These men are also welcome as 
storytellers. Also the people seem to enjoy confirming old ties during their 
nondaily labour. In the 20 mgowe the author studied in November to December 
2003, about 10% among the participants were these men who had returned 
home from migrant work at towns.10 Non-farmers and students in school 
outside the village are mostly young and middle-aged men so that their 
participation in mgowe is valuable labour for the villagers.  
Finger millet, indispensable in brewing the local alcohol, can only be grown 
in the first year of the swidden field due to its physiological characteristics, but 
the field needs male labour, and the brew from the crop attracts the men. The 
Bena s swidden agroforestry and mgowe is interlinked as such, and supports the 
labour-intensive agricultural system of the area. Bena has acculturated the 
concept of deni, intended to force cooperative labour during the resettlement 
period, and developed the network of labour exchange beyond kin relations. The 
spread of swidden agroforestry especially strengthened the practical ties of 
communally shared male labour. 
5. Conclusion 
Mgowe as Key Persons 
The creation of continuous cropping fiyungu and the swidden agroforestry are 
prime examples of the development from within in the Bena society. This kind 
of development was possible with the backdrop of the existence of a trunk road 
along the village that provided favourable conditions for the villagers, in the 
opportunities to see things and acquire new information and the access to crop 
distribution and transportation, which all made possible new attempts and 
inspirations to be put to practice. These conditions transformed mgowe into an 
organization to pool the people, time, space, and labour to be made available for 
mobilization, and this, the author must emphasize. The denser population due to 
the resettlement policy expanded the boundary of mgowe labour mobilization. 
The customary system developed into a mutual labour exchange organization of 
the entire village, and facilitated the pooling of labour as a society. The system of 
owing and repaying deni furthermore worked to facilitate accumulation as well as 
extraction of pooled labour in mgowe, which encouraged experimentations in 
various agricultural attempts. Mgowe expanded to the geographically boundary, 
and became a group of persons who shared not only the ecological environment 
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but the social environment as well. Because this grouping coincided with the 
administrative unit, information transfer definitely improved. This resulted in the 
further strengthening of its function to create newer techniques compared to 
what went on before. There is no doubt that the innovative vigour of the entire 
area has been elevated. 
When new attempts are put to practice by mgowe, there is an additional 
effect of promoting knowledge and experience concerning it to be shared with 
the community. The participants of mgowe understand the significance of the new 
attempt, watch the detail of the events that ensue, or follow suit themselves, and 
will gain the know-how involved as well as add to it. Mgowe also functions as the 
core organization to accumulate and carry on these experiences, which will give 
rise to the next attempts to come. 
The author has been able to identify the crucial persons who first 
experimented with the continuous cropping fiyungu and swidden agroforestry in 
the course of interviews to better understand the Bena agricultural development. 
However, it was not the case for the current systems, as everybody answered, 
 We all started together,  as to my question of who the original initiator was. 
The author now understands what they meant was that many villagers together 
repeated trial-and-error through mgowe, and from the accumulation of these 
experiences they created the current systems of agriculture as the most practical 
of the attempts. The villagers had shared in the experience of the process of 
trouble-shooting as well as success. Such experience, if held by a few individuals 
may perish when the persons move out of the village or die. Because mgowe is an 
organization of mutual labour, the processes of experimentation and success is 
immediately shared and securely carried on in the society of the area. 
Tsurumi (1999) has pointed out the importance of key persons,11 who are 
the promoters of innovation and its execution, in the innovative recreation of the 
social system of the area and tradition in values and technology, in other words, 
development from within. The key persons were inevitably few, and known 
individuals with specific names.12 In the Bena case, the promoters of the 
agricultural development were inseparable from mgowe, based on the deni 
give-and-take relationship and mobilized for ventures later shared by the 
community. Mgowe as a whole was the key person. It is undeniable that mgowe has 
the capacity to further create new inspirations through the accumulated and 
carried-over experience with some help from newly available material and 
technology. The developmental history of the Bena society points to the 
potential for these mutual labour exchange organizations to fulfil the role of the 
prompting key persons in the area s endogenous development in Africa s 
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agricultural societies where egalitarianism is much valued. 
Labour Intensification and Mgowe 
The systems of continuous cropping fiyungu and swidden agroforestry are both 
truly new ways of agriculture that integrated the introduced material and 
technology with the traditional methods. These were not just combinations or 
simple replacements of traditional methods with new technology. From the 
inception where new materials and techniques came to the village, ingeniously 
imitated, and progressive methods were conceived and put to the test. The new 
methods gradually improved as they were interlinked with the dynamics of the 
society of the region, and became prominent as it rode the wave of the 
socioeconomic changes from the outside world. 
In Kifanya Village, the complex interrelationship among various factors 
pertaining to the village was ultimately beneficial in readying the conditions for 
the progress of a nascent agricultural system. One such factor is mgowe. When the 
concept of deni was incorporated, it not only helped the pooling and equalizing 
of labour, it became a kind of  currency  within the region. This in turn helped 
the circulation of labour within the village offered to the pool, and functioned to 
funnel the limited but available amount of labour to the productive activities in 
the region, in other words, intensifying labour. 
The creation of both the continuous cropping fiyungu and swidden 
agroforestry is, in effect, the intensification of agriculture. In the process, the 
Bena attempted to secure food production and cash income. The village life 
where there was easy access to the market thanks to the trunk road running 
through the village as well as the high population were the necessary conditions. 
The theory by Boserup (1965) that has been central to the study of the 
intensification of African agriculture holds that whether agriculture intensifies or 
not is closely related to the high or low population pressure. Of course, Boserup 
has observed that the argument cannot be solely reduced to population. In the 
case of Kifanya Village, however, there is no doubt that the population factor is 
linked closely to the intensification of agriculture. Even after the mandatory 
resettlement policy was lifted, the villagers chose to reside along the trunk road 
for sustained encounters with the outside economy.13 This catapulted the 
villagers into having to deal with the vagaries of the market economy, land and 
labour shortage, and labour inequity. With limited arable land available, the Bena 
had to improve their agricultural production capabilities, and their openness to 
furthering the intensified utilization of land and labour made prominent their 
current system of mgowe. 
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Notes 
1. The villagers in the meantime mobilized mgowe for making water outlets in the 
continuous cropping fiyungu fields, as they always had in the past to gain necessary 
labour. The neighbourhood households all responded to the call. In effect, during this 
period, administratively initiated mgowe and customary mgowe coexisted 
2. This shift in policy was not able to overcome the enormous debt owed by the 
government during the drought in the 1970 s, global economic stagnation, and war 
with neighbouring Uganda. In 1986, the government accepted the structural 
adjustment plans recommended by the World Bank and IMF toward economic 
liberalization. 
3. Customs for providing service to the parent household of the wife or bride, such as 
bride wealth payment or labour, are widely seen throughout Africa. Sugiyama (1988) 
conducted research in the agricultural villages in Zambia, and pointed out the 
importance of the labour by the groom as bride wealth in the agricultural work of the 
widowed and elderly households of the Bemba, who are principally matrilineal and 
uxorilocal. 
4. The author counted as a non-deni case the situation when the household who received 
non-deni labour reciprocated. 
5. This purchase plan called the Bena Black Wattle Scheme was not effective, due to a 
sharp decline in the global price of tannin. But it began to spread black wattle in the 
area (Amend 2002). 
6. The method of afforestation was either burning the forest after sowing the seed, or 
sowing the roasted boiled seeds in the fallow after finishing the mound swidden. 
7. Some patula pine was grown, but the fast-growing black wattle was also resistant to 
wild fires, and therefore more preferred. 
8. Another reason the fertilizer was used less was that the soil nutrients in the 
permanent field were completely depleted, and chemical fertilizers no longer ensured 
a good harvest. 
9. A part of one permanent field for maize was turned into a patula pine forest. 
10. There were 7 households out of 44 (16%) that answered the call for mgowe. For a 12 
man-days worth of labour, each of the 7 households accounted for 4 man-days, 
roughly a third of the total, on average. 
11. The philosopher, Ichii (1963, 1971) first used the term, key person(s). Ichii held that 
the person(s) were instrumental in bringing about change at a historical turning point, 
and distinguished between the key person(s) of ideas and key person(s) of practice. 
12. Similar arguments have taken place in economics. For example. Schumpeter (1912) 
argued that  innovation brought about by the entrepreneur  was a basic phenomenon 
to economic development, and that there were few persons capable of innovation. 
13. The village has elementary and middle schools, and a dispensary, some stores, etc., 
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convenient for daily living. This is another reason why the villagers prefer to stay. 
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